
Choose the best printed mailing materials online



Yes, it’s a fact that paper is a major utility in
our everyday lives and even though the
trend now is towards paperless work and
offices, paper still retains its charm and
usefulness. Giving value to printed mailing
materials, i.e. paper envelopes, carton
envelopes, mail packaging, carton mailers
and plastic envelopes and pockets in
Bulgaria and markets in EU, Russia and the
Middle East, Polymail is driving fast on its
growth path being a trademark of Polycart,
Bulgaria. Today, Polymail caters to the
Bulgarian government and also produces
around 200000 pieces of items for the
markets described above, and the envelopes
from Polymail are prepared from 50gsm
paper, up to 6 mm thick corrugated material
or 3 mm solid carton board without
compromising on quality or delivery time.
All these materials are supplied at
reasonable rates and to be precise, the
customers include trading companies,
mailing houses and envelopes over printers.

https://www.polycart-envelopes.com/


It helps to send your things through Polymail’s printed 
mailing materials

Polymail makes around 10, 0000 pieces of paper bags, paper
pockets, envelopes and shopping bags catering to the EU markets
and as said, paper envelopes are a major product of them. They
offer these products as part of a complete mailing solution which
also includes carton envelopes, postal tubes, mailing boxes,
colored greeting card envelopes, stationery envelopes and
shipping fill-in forms for couriers among others. And, complete
mailing packages like billing statements, cardboard packages,
catalogue mailings, corrugated boxes for online retailers,
brochures and advertising materials are also offered from
Polymail’s counters.

Carton envelopes catering to the mailing, postal and courier
markets are another innovative product that Polymail deals with
and these envelopes come with all their needs fulfilled like full-
color print, silicon strip on flap, window, barcode etc. In addition,
inserting materials of all types, labels, brochures, catalogues, and
title letters are also given, all these coming at reasonable
prices. Upon needs, carton boards up to 3 mm, test liner
materiasl up to 230 gsm and cardboards up to 800 gsm, or
envelopes with some other materials can also be made.



Other specialties of Ploymail are

envelopes and mailers developed

from corrugated materials like

book mailers, postal boxes and

CD mailers etc and this entity’s

portfolio for envelopes also covers

archival boxes that are sent in the

mail, food packaging solutions,

shipping boxes and pads, and all

other special corrugated mailers

that need lamination on top of the

corrugated material.

In addition to all the above, plastic

HDPE and LDPE envelopes and

pockets are also the products of

Polymail and orders for around

50,000 pieces per design are

accepted.



Address:

Poly Mail

Slavyanska 46,Kostinbrod

2230, Bulgaria

Ph: 359878443503

Email: sales@polycart-envelopes.com

Web: https://www.polycart-envelopes.com/
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